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Chapter 151: An interesting little black dog 

“Sis Wu, there’s one more thing I need your help with ...” Xia ruofei said.”It’s the villa that I’m renting 

now. You know that the entire farm is surrounded by it, so I want to buy it. Can you help me ask your 

relatives when you’re free?” When Wu Liqian’s relatives had first migrated overseas, they had been 

planning to sell the villa. It was only after Wu Liqian had spoken to them that they had rented it to Xia 

ruofei. Wu Liqian laughed and said,”you’re going to run out of villas so soon?” It seems that business has 

been good recently ...” Xia ruofei chuckled in embarrassment. “No problem! When I’m done in the 

morning, I’ll call and ask when I get home in the afternoon. It shouldn’t be a big problem. ” Wu Liqian 

said. “Alright! Then I’ll thank sis Wu in advance!” Xia ruofei grinned. After sending Wu Liqian to the 

hospital, Xia ruofei returned to the ward. Cao tieshu and his wife naturally said many words of thanks, 

especially Cao tieshu, who expressed that he would definitely work hard on the farm and not let Xia 

ruofei down. Xia ruofei stayed for a while before leaving the hospital. Before he left, he told Cao tieshu 

to take care of his wife and to call him if anything happened. After leaving the hospital, Xia ruofei drove 

back to the pharmacy where he had bought the nutritional supplements. He decided to help Cao 

tieshu’s wife by telling her that she had injured her bones. As the saying goes, it takes a hundred days 

for a bone to be injured. In addition, their son was studying at a University in another city. He would 

probably leave in a dozen days. At that time, it would definitely affect Cao tieshu’s work. When they 

were buying nutritional products, Xia ruofei saw that this pharmacy sold a kind of ointment for bruises 

and injuries. It was not a regular ointment, but a paste – like ointment. He was planning to buy some, 

and then mix in a very small amount of petal solution, which would presumably be of great help to the 

recovery of his injuries. Xia ruofei would provide ginseng, Phoebe zhennan, and the red Arowana fish 

pond with a small amount of petal solution every once in a while. As long as he left a little of the petal 

solution and added it to the ointment, he would not waste the petals of the exotic flower. Moreover, 

this would only help with the recovery of broken bones. It would also reduce the recovery time 

appropriately and not easily arouse suspicion. After buying the ointment, Xia ruofei drove back to the 

farm. It was almost noon and Lin Qiao was already up. She had heard from Hu Zi’s mother that Xia ruofei 

had gone to the temple fair. Hence, when she saw Xia ruofei, Lin Qiao complained,””Brother ruofei, why 

didn’t you bring me along when you went to the temple fair ...” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”who asked 

you to be so lazy?” It’s already late in the morning and you’re still not up!” “I don’t care! You can take 

me there in the afternoon!” Lin Qiao pouted and said. “Alright, alright, alright! “I’ll go again in the 

afternoon ...”Xia ruofei said affectionately. Then, he gave Lin Qiao some trinkets that he bought from 

the temple fair and went upstairs with the ointment for bruises and injuries that he bought from the 

pharmacy. After returning to his room, Xia ruofei carefully locked the door and summoned the spirit 

map scroll from his palm. He brought the ointment into the spirit map space. He poured about a 

spoonful of the flower petal solution into the ointment for bruises and injuries. After stirring it well, he 

placed the ointment in the space. Then, he took a wooden bucket and a few bowls from the original 

space, along with a few bags of milk powder that he had bought in the morning, and entered the new 

space from the original space. The puppies were still obediently staying in the basket, their spirits 

looking very good. Obviously, the environment with rich spiritual energy in the space made them very 

comfortable. The black puppy that was left alone outside was originally sickly and on the verge of dying, 

but now it was much more energetic and could even stand up, stumbling around in the medium. When 

Xia ruofei saw the group of puppies, he suddenly remembered something. When he was buying the 



dogs, the owner said that these puppies were born from the mating of boss Chen’s Wolf dog and his 

mother dog. Didn’t that mean that the wolfdog that bit Cao tieshu’s wife and was killed by the villagers, 

and the main culprit that caused the series of events after that, was the Father of these little guys? Xia 

ruofei was also a little shocked. There were really no stories without coincidences in this world! After 

sighing a little, Xia ruofei took half a bucket of water from the spatial spirit pool from the stream and 

poured in the milk powder. Then, Xia ruofei dropped a few drops of the flower petal solution in and 

mixed them well. Since the things in the interspace would not go bad, Xia ruofei decided to make a big 

bucket of milk powder. Then, he scooped a few bowls of milk and placed them on the ground. He waved 

at the black puppy. The puppy was probably hungry as well. As soon as it smelled the milk, it 

immediately ran over and gulped down the milk. Xia ruofei carried the puppies out of the basket one by 

one. They also rushed to the bowls of milk. They looked much stronger than the little black dog. The 

little black dog, who was drinking milk in big gulps, saw the puppies running over and immediately 

barked at them. Xia ruofei was happy when he saw it. This little guy was the weakest, but he still wanted 

to protect his food. He looked quite fierce. The puppies hesitated for a moment, but the aroma of the 

milk was obviously very tempting to them, so they immediately rushed forward together. The little black 

dog was not afraid of the six dogs that were much stronger than it. It immediately barked and rushed 

over. “Hey, hey, hey, harmony is the most important thing, harmony is the most important thing ...” Xia 

ruofei quickly called out as he carried the little black dog. Then, he scooped up a big bowl of milk and 

walked far away with the black puppy in his arms. He placed the bowl of milk on the ground and put the 

black puppy down. Xia ruofei said,”little guy, you’re full of fighting spirit!” But a wise man knows when 

to retreat. You can’t beat them now ... Drink up, drink up. This is special treatment. Only the sick and 

wounded can enjoy this in the Army!” Naturally, the black puppy did not understand Xia ruofei’s words. 

However, it was now far away from the other puppies and there was a big bowl of milk here. It shook its 

head and lowered its head to drink big mouthfuls. Xia ruofei looked at the little black dog with interest. 

At first, he had listened to the shop owner and thought that the little dog had been bullied because it 

was weak since it was young. However, after seeing the scene just now, he felt that it was the exact 

opposite. The little black dog was full of fighting spirit and charged forward fearlessly even when it was 

obviously at a disadvantage. Perhaps it was because of this that it was repeatedly bullied ... Xia ruofei 

suddenly had a wicked idea. If he put the black puppy in the original space, the six puppies here would 

only grow for a few days, while the black puppy would grow for a few months. He wondered if it would 

be interesting to put it back in the original space. Xia ruofei quickly decided to put this idea into practice. 

Among the seven puppies, Xia ruofei had a preference for black puppy. Although it was so sick that it 

could not even walk steadily, Xia ruofei liked its stubborn eyes and unyielding spirit. Black puppy was still 

happily drinking the milk in its bowl, not knowing that it had become Xia ruofei’s main training target. 

Chapter 152: Xiao hei and Da Mao (1) 

Xia ruofei left the new space, took his wallet, and went downstairs. He drove the pickup truck straight to 

the county. He found a Yonghui supermarket and bought a few bags of milk powder. At the same time, 

he also bought five or six bags of dog food that was one kilogram in weight. Then, he went to the meat 

section on the first floor and bought dozens of kilograms of beef and mutton. Xia ruofei threw all these 

things into the pickup truck and drove back. On the way, Xia ruofei found a deserted place and stopped 

the car. He took out the spirit map scroll and kept all the things he had bought into the original space. 

Then, he continued to drive back to the farm. He parked his car in the yard of the villa. Lin Qiao was 

playing with lightning in the yard. When she saw Xia ruofei, she immediately called out,””Brother ruofei, 



you left me behind and sneaked out to play again! I was wondering why there was no one in the room!” 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”I didn’t go play.” I just went out to do something ... Besides, didn’t I promise 

to take you to the temple fair this afternoon?” “Then you’re not allowed to sneak away in the 

afternoon!” Lin Qiao said. “Don’t worry!” Xia ruofei chuckled.”But I’ll have to take a nap first. Shall we 

release it at 2:30?” “Still taking an afternoon nap?” “Nonsense! You naturally woke up late in the 

morning, but I woke up early in the morning!” Xia ruofei yawned exaggeratedly and said,”I’m so sleepy 

...” “Alright, alright!” Lin qiaojiao pouted and said,”what a big lazy worm ...” She even made a cute face 

at Xia ruofei. Xia ruofei smiled bitterly and shook his head. He locked the car door and entered the villa. 

Hu Zi’s mother had already prepared lunch. When she saw that Xia ruofei had returned, she called him 

over to eat with her. The four of them sat around the dining table and ate lunch. They could already 

start eating meat for lunch. There were still many dishes left from yesterday’s New Year’s Eve dinner, 

and they wouldn’t go bad in the winter. Hu Zi’s mother heated them up and then made two new green 

dishes. Everyone also ate with relish. Lin Qiao kept pestering Xia ruofei while eating, asking him if there 

was anything fun to do at the temple fair. Xia ruofei had not really shopped much, so he could not say 

anything. He could only say that she would experience it herself in the afternoon. After lunch, Xia ruofei 

immediately used the excuse of taking a nap and quickly went upstairs under Lin Qiao’s disdainful gaze. 

As soon as he returned to his bedroom, Xia ruofei immediately locked the door and drew the curtains. 

Then, he summoned the spirit map space from his palm and entered the original space. Xia ruofei laid a 

plastic sheet on the ground and placed the sliced beef and mutton on it. Then, he found a Big Basin, 

opened two big bags of dog food, and poured them all into the basin. Then, Xia ruofei found a shallow 

basin and used the spatial spirit pond to fill it with milk. He even dripped a few drops of the flower petal 

solution into it. Xia ruofei’s love for the black puppy was evident from this. The seven puppies had only 

dripped a few drops of milk. After he was done, Xia ruofei considered that the black puppy’s intelligence 

was definitely not as good as lightning ‘S. He was worried that it would break the precious things in the 

space. So after a moment’s thought, he went to the vegetable field and found some bamboo poles. 

Previously, he had used them to plant vegetables and set up many shelves. Now that the scale of the 

planting had been reduced, many bamboo poles had been left idle. Xia ruofei cut the bamboo poles into 

sections that were half a meter long and formed a small fence. Although it was not very high or strong, it 

was enough to restrict the black puppy’s movements. After everything was done, Xia ruofei had an idea 

and went to the new space from the original space. The puppies were minding their own business. The 

six puppies had drunk a lot and were playing with each other. On the other side, the little black dog was 

also full and was lying on the ground to rest! It was mainly because the distance between the two sides 

was quite far. The little black dog, who had “eaten and drunk” its fill, was probably too lazy to fight with 

its few brothers. Xia ruofei walked over and picked up the black puppy. He smiled and said,””Let’s go, 

let’s go. I’ll take you to a good place!” Although the Black Dog did not understand Xia ruofei’s words, it 

had drunk the milk that Xia ruofei had given it. Furthermore, the milk had a small amount of flower petal 

solution mixed in it. Hence, it was much smarter than the average dog. At least it knew that Xia ruofei 

was not hostile to it. Hence, the black puppy did not resist Xia ruofei and obediently snuggled in his 

arms. With a thought, Xia ruofei brought the black puppy from the new space to the original space. He 

strolled toward the fence that had just been built and said as he walked,””During this period of time, 

you should stay here obediently. If you’re hungry, eat by yourself. This is a buffet! Milk, dog food, and 

meat are all prepared. Eat whatever you want, just don’t overeat!” Xia ruofei lowered the black puppy 

to the fence. The fence had a diameter of about three meters, which was enough for a small dog. 

Probably because it had just eaten its fill, the little black dog was not very interested in the food inside 



the fence. It only went over to sniff at it lightly before walking away. Xia ruofei stood outside the fence 

and looked at the black puppy. He said,””Right, I still have to give you a name! Your senior was also a 

Black Dog. I wanted to call him little black, but he didn’t like it and insisted on calling it lightning. I think 

I’ll call you little black from now on! Do you have a different opinion?” The black puppy listened to Xia 

ruofei’s long – winded speech and stared at him with its black eyes. However, it obviously did not 

understand what Xia ruofei was talking about and only barked twice. “No objections, then it’s decided. 

From now on, you’re little black!” Xia ruofei said. He shamelessly gave little black this name when it was 

unable to object. Xia ruofei went to the new space and named the other six puppies. However, they 

were treated worse than Blackie. Xia ruofei was too lazy to think and just called them fluffy one, fluffy 

two ... Until fluffy six. He also remembered certain characteristics of the puppy. For example, the one 

with a black right ear was called Da Mao, the one with a pure white tail was called er Mao, and so on. 

Xia ruofei then left the medium. After taking a short nap in his room, he got up and brought Lin Qiao to 

the county to visit the temple fair. Lin Qiao was in high spirits and hummed songs along the way. She 

was like a child who had not grown up at the temple fair and was fascinated by everything she saw. 

However, she was also very sensible. Throughout the whole shopping trip, she saw more than she 

bought. Sometimes, Xia ruofei saw something she liked and wanted to buy it for her, but she kept 

rejecting it, thinking it was a waste of money. Xia ruofei didn’t have anything to do, so he accompanied 

Lin Qiao and let her have a good time. Before returning to the farm, Xia ruofei brought Lin Qiao to the 

county hospital to give the ointment for bruises he had concocted to Cao tieshu and his wife. He also 

reminded them to apply the ointment daily. Cao tieshu and his wife said many words of gratitude, and 

Cao tieshu told Xia ruofei that not long after he left, the Public Security Bureau sent ten thousand Yuan 

to them for treatment. They even very politely said that if they used up the money, they had to call 

immediately and they would send it over. Xia ruofei was not surprised. After chatting with them for a 

while, he drove back to the villa in Taoyuan farm with Lin Qiao.  

Chapter 153: MA Xiong visits (1) 

The next morning, after Xia ruofei woke up, he summoned the spirit map scroll in his palm and entered 

the space. He went to both spaces and saw that the puppies were normal. Blacky was also staying inside 

the fence obediently. He was relieved. Of course, Blackie had actually been in the medium for more than 

ten days, so it was obviously bigger than yesterday. Xia ruofei took another bag of dog food and brought 

it to the new space. He scooped a few bowls of milk for fluffy one and fluffy two and poured the dog 

food into a shallow plate. Then, he left the space to wash up and get dressed. Considering that they 

were going to Shen Cheng city tomorrow, Xia ruofei gave Ling Qingxue a call. Although Ling Qingxue was 

not his girlfriend yet, he had just invited her to his farm to play the day before yesterday. It would be 

unreasonable for him to go to Shen Cheng city without telling her. Fortunately, Ling Qingxue was a 

reasonable person. Moreover, the first month of the lunar year was the busiest time for the food and 

beverage industry. There were many feasts. She had originally planned to come to the farm to look for 

Xia ruofei after finishing her work. Hence, Ling Qingxue only reminded Xia ruofei to take care of his 

health and safety when he went out. She did not show any signs of unhappiness. After the call with Ling 

Qingxue, Xia ruofei went downstairs for breakfast. Knowing that MA Xiong’s family would be flying to 

the three mountains from Hong Kong, Xia ruofei stayed in the mansion. As expected, when it was close 

to noon, Xia ruofei heard the sound of a car’s engine coming from outside the villa. When he got up and 

walked out of the villa, he saw a black Mercedes – Benz and a Toyota nanny car already parked at the 

entrance of the courtyard. Xia ruofei used the remote control to open the gate, and two cars entered. 



The electric door of the nanny van made a beeping sound as it slowly opened. Xia ruofei first saw little 

Huanhuan, who was wearing a pink Princess dress, getting out of the car. She then ran towards him with 

a happy expression. “Uncle Xia!” The little girl’s voice was filled with irrepressible joy. “Swish!” Xia ruofei 

revealed a warm smile. He squatted down and opened his arms. Huanhuan rushed into his arms. Xia 

ruofei planted a big kiss on Huanhuan’s pink face. Then, he picked her up and spun her around, making 

her laugh. “Huanhuan, I’ve missed you so much!” Xia ruofei hugged Huanhuan with one hand and used 

the other to gently brush her nose. He asked,”did you miss uncle Xia?” “Of course! I even dreamed of 

you a few days ago!” Huan Huan said seriously. At this moment, MA Xiong, Ma Zhiming, Tian Huixin, 

professor Tian, and Lu You all got out of the car. Xia ruofei smiled and greeted them, then continued to 

ask,””Oh, really? What did Huanhuan dream about?” “I dreamed that uncle Xia took me to Disneyland!” 

Huan Huan replied. Xia ruofei could clearly feel that Huan Huan’s pronunciation was clear, and the two 

of them answered each other’s questions in a very organized manner. If someone who was not aware of 

Huan Huan’s previous state was standing here, they would never have thought that not long ago, Huan 

Huan was still a Star Child who was completely immersed in her own world. At this moment, Huanhuan 

looked at Xia ruofei with her innocent eyes and asked seriously,””Uncle Xia, is this the ‘dream – telling’ 

that they say on TV?” “Ha?” Xia ruofei was stunned. When Lu You saw this, she couldn’t help but burst 

out laughing. After hearing Huan Huan’s words, Tian Huixin did not know whether to laugh or 

cry.”Huanhuan, don’t talk nonsense!” Only the dead or the gods could appear in her dreams, and Xia 

ruofei was not a God. It was truly inauspicious to say such words during the new year. “But that’s how it 

is on TV ...” Huanhuan said, feeling wronged. “You still dare to say that!” Tian Huixin said with a fierce 

expression. Xia ruofei laughed and said,”it’s fine, it’s fine. Children’s words carry no harm!” Why are you 

taking a child so seriously ...” Xia ruofei gently pinched Huanhuan’s pink face and said,””Huanhuan, let 

me teach you. This is not called dreaming. It’s called “what you think in the day, what you dream of at 

night,” you know?” “What you think in the day, you dream of at night?” Huan Huan looked puzzled. Xia 

ruofei thought for a while and said,”it means ... Huanhuan misses uncle Xia very much during the day. 

That’s why she dreams of me at night. Do you understand?” Huan Huan nodded her head and 

said,”Mm! I understand!” “Good girl!” Xia ruofei said. Xia ruofei looked at Lu You, who was laughing so 

hard that she was shaking. He rolled his eyes and smiled evilly. He reached into his pocket and took out 

the red packet that he had prepared earlier and handed it to Huanhuan. “Huanhuan, here, this is your 

New Year’s money!” Xia ruofei said. Huan Huan turned to look at Tian Huixin. After seeing Tian Huixin 

nod slightly, she reached out to take the red packet and said very sensibly,””Thank you, uncle Xia!” 

“You’re welcome. The elders all give red packets to the younger generation during the new year!” Xia 

ruofei said with a smile. Xia ruofei even emphasized the word “elder”. After he finished speaking, he 

looked at Lu You. Lu You didn’t react in the beginning. She only felt that Xia ruofei’s gaze was a little 

strange. When she came back to her senses, the smile on her face froze. Huanhuan had always called Xia 

ruofei “uncle”. If she and Huanhuan were cousins, then wouldn’t Xia ruofei be her elder? Lu You was 

instantly indignant. She looked at Xia ruofei unhappily and then said to Huan Huan,””Huanhuan, quickly 

return the red packet to him. Also, you can’t call him uncle in the future, you have to call him brother! 

Do you know that?” Huan Huan looked at Lu You innocently and asked with a puzzled 

expression,””Sister Youyou, why? I’ve always called him “uncle.” Why did uncle Xia suddenly change to 

“big brother”?” Xia ruofei laughed and said,””Huanhuan, don’t listen to your sister. Let’s just call him 

uncle. That’s good!” “You ...” Lu You glared at Xia ruofei and snatched Huanhuan from his arms. Then, 

she said to Huanhuan,”let’s go and find lightning to play with ... Ignore him!” Lu You carried Huanhuan 

and walked towards lightning. At the same time, she kept instilling into lightning,””Remember, call me 



big brother from now on, Don’t call me Uncle ...” “Oh ...” Huanhuan said,”but why?” “There’s no why!” 

Lu You said helplessly,”you just have to remember ...” Professor Tian, MA Xiong, and the others couldn’t 

help but laugh. However, they naturally wouldn’t get involved in the young man’s bickering. When Huan 

Huan saw lightning, she immediately jumped down from Lu You’s arms and ran over to play with it. 

Lightning was quite intelligent. It had already known Huanhuan last time, so it was very docile. With Lu 

You watching by the side, Tian Huixin and the others were naturally very assured. After Xia ruofei 

beckoned MA Xiong and the rest to enter the house, he introduced Hu Zi’s mother, Lin Qiao, and ye 

Lingyun. MA Xiong didn’t put on any airs as a rich man. He greeted them with a big smile and even gave 

Xia ruofei, Lin Qiao, and ye Lingyun a big red packet each as per Hong Kong’s custom. These were really 

big red packets, Yingluo. Each red packet contained a whole ten thousand Hong Kong dollars. Lin Qiao 

and ye Lingyun hurriedly declined when they saw the amount of money in the red packet. They didn’t 

dare to accept it. “Qiao’ er, Ling Yun, this is from old master Ma. Just accept it,”Xia ruofei said with a 

smile. In the eyes of a billionaire, 10000 Hong Kong dollars was not even a drop in the ocean. There was 

no need to be pretentious when people gave out red packets on New Year’s Eve. Lin Qiao and ye 

Lingyun only accepted the red packets after hearing Xia ruofei’s words. Lin Qiao even obediently paid 

her New Year greetings to MA Xiong and said some auspicious words. MA Xiong also smiled and 

expressed his gratitude. Lin Qiao and Hu ‘Zi’s mother served tea to the guests, and they sat down in 

their respective seats. MA Xiong smiled at Xia ruofei and said,” “Xia Sheng, I’ll be honest with you. Other 

than inviting you to the truffle tasting auction, I also have something I need your help with ...” 

Chapter 154: The younger generation celebrating the New Year (1) 

“Oh? Please go ahead, old Mr. MA. ” Xia ruofei said with a smile. “Xia Sheng, I heard from Zhiming that 

... Your farm has developed a variety of vegetables with very unique tastes and excellent appearances.” 

MA Xiong said,”we also have a few restaurants in Hong Kong, two of which are Michelin star 

restaurants. In addition, we have many five – Star hotels around the world, so we also hope that these 

high – Quality ingredients can appear on the tables of the restaurants and hotels under the Hengfeng 

group.” “So it’s this matter!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”old Mr. MA, you’re helping the younger 

generation and taking care of my business. I should be the one thanking you!” “Where? The supply of 

the best ingredients will definitely be in short supply. ” MA Xiong said seriously,”Zhiming’s eyes are very 

accurate. I believe that your ingredients will definitely shine in Hengfeng!” “Since old Mr. MA trusts our 

paradise Corporation so much, I naturally have no reason to reject you. I can agree to this matter right 

now!” Xia ruofei said with a smile. “That’s great!” MA Xiong said happily,”xiasheng, we’ll discuss the 

details on the plane to Shen Cheng city. We’re just visiting friends today, let’s not talk about business!” 

“Hahaha! “Good, good, good ...” Xia ruofei said.”Old master Ma, let’s all stay for lunch!” While you’re at 

it, you can also try my paradise vegetables!” Professor Tian smiled and said,”in – Law, we must stay!” 

Xiao Xia’s Peach Garden vegetables, only those who have tasted it know that it’s really indescribable!” “I 

wouldn’t dare to ask even if it was my wish! In – Law, we’ll stay and disturb Xia Sheng!” MA Xiong 

laughed and said,”by the way, on the way here, I noticed that xiasheng’s farm is very modern. It seems 

like you’re interested in making a big splash in this industry!” “It’s just a small matter, so it’s hard for you 

to take notice of it, old Sir!” Xia ruofei smiled. Everyone began to chat in the living room. In front of his 

Savior, MA Xiong didn’t put on airs at all. The atmosphere was very relaxed. Knowing that the guests 

would stay for dinner, Hu Zi’s mother also went to the kitchen early to prepare. Lin Qiao also went in to 

help sensibly. The ingredients were all ready – made. Xia ruofei would store the ingredients produced in 

the interspace into the double – door refrigerator in the kitchen from time to time. Hu Zi’s mother only 



needed to use them directly. Everyone chatted in the living room for a while before Tian Huixin suddenly 

asked,””Xia, there’s something I want to ask you ... Is it possible to mass – produce the Chinese medicine 

that you used to treat Huanhuan’s autism?” At this point, Tian Huixin quickly explained,””Don’t 

misunderstand! We’ve kept the fact that you’ve treated Huanhuan a secret, but I’ve brought her 

through so many years of suffering and have seen the pain of many families with autistic children. I 

thought that if this medicine could be mass – produced, it would definitely be a matter of boundless 

merit!” Xia ruofei thought for a while and said,”it’s still difficult for now.” First of all, the cost of the 

medicine was very high, which was not something that ordinary families could afford. Secondly, one of 

the main ingredients is very rare, and you might not be able to find it even if you have the money. If you 

want to mass – produce it, you’ll need to find a substitute herb, which can’t be done in the short term 

...” “Oh, I see ...” Tian Huixin was a little disappointed, but she quickly smiled and said,”I was just asking. 

I really can’t bear to see those autistic children ...” “I understand. In the future, if the conditions allow it, 

I will focus on the development of drugs to treat autism.” Xia ruofei said with a smile. MA Xiong said,”if 

you’re poor, you’ll be good to yourself. If you’re good, you’ll be good to the world. What Xia Sheng did 

was right. We have to be merciful, but we must also do what we can!” Xia ruofei smiled and nodded. He 

pondered for a moment and said to Tian Huixin,””Ms. Tian, if it’s not a large – scale production, it’s not a 

big problem to make one or two doses of that Chinese medicine occasionally. If you have a very good 

friend who needs it, you can come to me, but the quantity should not be too much, and it must be kept 

absolutely confidential!” Tian Huixin was overjoyed and quickly said,””Alright, alright! Xia, I met a good 

friend when I took Huanhuan to the rehabilitation training. Her child is also autistic and has epilepsy 

symptoms, much more serious than Huanhuan ‘s. She bails her face all day, and I feel bad seeing her ...” 

Xia ruofei said,”how about this?” After a while, you can ask her to bring the child to me. I’ll see how it 

goes!” “Okay, thank you, thank you!” Tian Huixin said excitedly,”I’ll thank you on behalf of my sister! 

Don’t worry, I’ll definitely tell her not to tell anyone about this. ” Xia ruofei smiled and nodded. Very 

soon, it was almost time for dinner. Lu You also brought Huanhuan into the villa. As soon as Huan Huan 

entered, she shouted happily,””Uncle Xia, uncle Xia ...” At this moment, Lu You gently nudged 

Huanhuan. Huanhuan turned around and glanced at Lu You. Then, she hesitantly changed her words and 

said,””Brother ... Xia ... Brother ...” He did not know what method Lu You used to successfully convince 

Huanhuan. Although she still looked a little reluctant, she had really changed the way she addressed 

him. Xia ruofei looked at Lu You, who had a smug look on his face, and said in a self – deprecating 

manner,””Well, after the new year, I’m still a generation younger ...” Professor Tian, MA Xiong, and the 

others couldn’t help but laugh. Tian Huixin also smiled and said,””Little Xia, why don’t we ... Let 

Huanhuan call you uncle?” “Little aunt! Why are you siding with an outsider!” Lu You immediately 

shouted in dissatisfaction. Xia ruofei was only a few years older than her. If he became her elder, she 

would not be able to accept it. The last time Huanhuan returned to the mainland, everyone was 

immersed in the ecstasy of hope that Huanhuan’s autism could be cured. Lu You did not realize this 

problem. It was Xia ruofei who reminded her today. Xia ruofei chuckled.”Okay, okay, okay. Huanhuan, 

you’ll be like that big sister from now on.” Xia ruofei pointed at Lin Qiao who was coming out of the 

kitchen with the dishes and said,”You can call me brother RUO Fei like she does!” “En!” Huan Huan 

nodded and said,”Hello, brother RUO Fei!” Then, Huanhuan took out the red packet that Xia ruofei had 

given her and said seriously,””Then, brother ruofei ... Should I return this red packet to you? You just 

said that only the elders give the younger generation New Year’s money ...” Huan Huan’s innocent 

words made everyone burst into laughter again, especially when she was still holding the red packet 

tightly. It was obvious that she was not willing to return the red packet that Xia ruofei had given her. Xia 



ruofei laughed.”No need, no need. An older brother can give his younger sister Red packet money too.” 

“That’s great! Thank you, brother ruofei!” Huan Huan kept the red packet happily and ran over. She 

stood on her tiptoes and kissed Xia ruofei on the cheek. Looking at the adorable Huanhuan, Xia ruofei 

felt as if his heart was about to melt. He also felt that his decision to save Huanhuan the last time was 

the right one. At this moment, Hu Zi’s mother walked out of the kitchen and said with a 

smile,””Everyone, come over and eat!” 

Chapter 155: High – altitude conclave (1) 

There were many people having lunch at noon, and the long dining table in the restaurant was not big 

enough to fit everyone. Xia ruofei and ye Lingyun moved the long dining table to the side and went to 

the garage to bring out the Round Table that the landlord had kept as a spare. There were not enough 

dining chairs, so they used all the plastic stools and folding chairs in the house. The dining environment 

was simple, but MA Xiong and the others didn’t care. They sat around and started eating. The dishes 

were all home – cooked. There was fish head tofu soup, braised carp, sweet and sour ribs, tomato fried 

eggs, stir – fried spinach ... There were more than a dozen dishes in total, and most of the ingredients 

were produced in the spirit map space. The dishes were all ordinary, and Hu Zi’s mother’s cooking skills 

were naturally not as good as the top Chef hired by the MA family. However, MA Xiong was very 

satisfied with the ingredients. Professor Tian, Ma Zhiming, and the others who had tasted the vegetables 

from paradise before were even more so. Even Lu You did not care about her image and ate heartily. 

After the meal, MA Xiong was even more determined to work with Xia ruofei. In the beginning, he more 

or less had the intention of helping Xia ruofei. After all, if these ingredients could enter Michelin – 

starred restaurants and global chain five – Star hotels, it would greatly improve the brand image of 

paradise Corporation. However, after tasting the ingredients from paradise, MA Xiong felt that these 

ingredients were fully qualified to enter the food and beverage companies under Hengfeng. He even 

believed that in time, Paradise’s ingredients would definitely become the first target of all the major 

food and beverage Giants. In this sense, Hengfeng had seized the first opportunity. After lunch, MA 

Xiong, professor Tian, and the others bade farewell and left. Naturally, little Huanhuan was reluctant to 

leave. When she heard Tian Huixin say that she would be able to see Xia ruofei again the next day and 

that Xia ruofei would go to Shen Cheng city with them, Huanhuan’s mood improved a little. After seeing 

MA Xiong and his men off, Xia ruofei started to make arrangements for the next few days. First, he 

contacted the West River Moon Club and Ling Ji restaurant, asking them to send a car to transport all 

the vegetables that needed to be supplied in the next few days. Then, Xia ruofei gave Cao tieshu a call. 

They had previously agreed to start transplanting the vegetable seedlings on the fourth day of the new 

year. Although Cao tieshu’s wife was currently recuperating, Xia ruofei still entrusted this matter to Cao 

tieshu. However, he had repeatedly reminded Cao tieshu not to come over on the fourth day of the new 

year. It was enough to just organize the manpower. Xia ruofei even hung up on pang Hao and asked him 

to come down on the fourth day of the new year to help keep an eye on the farm. With ye Lingyun and 

lightning around to ensure the safety of the farm, Xia ruofei was very assured. He only gave ye Lingyun a 

few simple instructions and left him a few thousand dollars in cash in case of emergency. The online 

Taoyuan roaty had put up a notice to close before the Spring Festival, so Xia ruofei didn’t need to care 

about it. However, he still used the night to enter the spirit map space and cut the mother plant that 

had almost recovered. When he returned from Shen Cheng, these seedlings could be sold. The next 

morning, Xia ruofei carried a small suitcase and said goodbye to Hu Zi’s mother and the rest. He got into 

a Mercedes – Benz that Hengfeng group’s Sanshan office had sent and went straight to Sanshan 



International Airport. They took the private jet Lane. After the symbolic security check, Xia ruofei was 

led into the restricted area by the airport’s VIP customer service. MA Xiong’s family had just arrived at 

the airport. What surprised Xia ruofei was that other than MA Xiong’s family, he also saw Lu You. Lu You 

was wearing a black double – breasted long coat with a white shirt on the inside. Her pencil – Gray 

skinny jeans accentuated her tall figure and long legs. She was wearing a pair of big sunglasses and had 

her hands in the pockets of her coat. She still had a cool expression. Xia ruofei was only stunned for a 

moment, but he immediately came back to his senses. Lu You probably had nothing to do during the 

winter break, so she followed Tian Huixin and the others to Shen Cheng city to relax! He greeted MA 

Xiong and the rest, then smiled and nodded at Lu You. For a super – rich man like MA Xiong, even after 

he returned to the mainland, he still had to deal with all kinds of Affairs every day, and his schedule was 

very tight. Compared to civilian flights, private planes were much more comfortable. For business 

people, efficiency was also very important. This kind of public jet had a flight route that could be applied 

in advance. Basically, the take – off time could be precise to the minute, and the passenger only needed 

to arrive on time. There was no need to be like taking a civil flight, which required at least an hour in 

advance to change the boarding pass at the airport, and boarding half an hour in advance. Then, there 

was the possibility of facing the flow control that would end at any time, and sitting on the plane and 

waiting all kinds of times. Time was precious to high – end business people. Xia ruofei and the rest 

arrived at the luxuriously decorated VIP lounge. After exchanging a few words, they boarded the plane. 

It was still the Gulfstream G650. This was also the Gulfstream company’s latest model of the commercial 

plane. It was definitely the top among the medium – sized jet commercial planes. Although Xia ruofei 

had already experienced it once, the luxury of the Gulfstream G650 was still shocking to him. Not long 

after everyone boarded the plane, the plane was allowed to take off. After taxiing on the runway of 

Sanshan International Airport for a while, the Gulfstream plane took off lightly and went straight into 

the cloudless blue sky. Tian Huixin and Lu You brought Huanhuan to the seats near the back of the plane 

while MA Xiong, his son, and Xia ruofei sat in the middle of the plane. The three of them sat on the wide, 

soft, handmade leather seats and talked about work while drinking coffee. The flight from San Shan to 

Shen Cheng was about an hour and a half by a civilian flight, while the Gulfstream business plane only 

took a little more than an hour. Within an hour, Xia ruofei and MA Xiong had finalized many details of 

the cooperation. The supply was set to be a month later. By that time, Tao Yuan farm would definitely 

be in full production. Every day, Tao Yuan company would provide 100 kilograms of various vegetables 

to Hengfeng group with a floating price of 15 times the average market price on that day. Hengfeng 

group’s Sanshan office would send vehicles to Tao Yuan farm every three days to transport the 

vegetables to their special cold storage warehouse. Then, relying on their developed own logistics 

channels, they would air transport the vegetables to restaurants and hotels around the world according 

to the rations. Xia ruofei roughly estimated that the cooperation with Hengfeng group would bring in at 

least 500000 Yuan of income for paradise Corporation every month. Considering the low cost, the net 

profit would be more than 400000 Yuan per month. Of course, to a super – rich man like MA Xiong, such 

a small business was not worth his attention. He was more interested in future in – depth cooperation. 

Therefore, the two sides also agreed that in the future, after the Peach Blossom Farm expanded its scale 

and increased its production, they would increase the supply accordingly. At the same time, MA Xiong 

also specifically mentioned that the future paradise Farm should also give priority to Hengfeng group 

when developing new top – grade ingredients. Xia ruofei was more than happy to work with the world’s 

richest man, MA Xiong, so he agreed without much consideration. MA Xiong’s business Secretary quickly 

printed out the memorandum of this discussion through the automatic office system on the plane for 



both parties to sign. The formal contract would naturally be signed after the end of this trip to Shen 

Cheng city. There were still many details that needed to be finalized by both parties. Of course, MA 

Xiong wouldn’t participate in the rest of the discussion. There would be a professional team to handle 

the matter. He was able to attend the meeting in person mostly because of Xia ruofei. Otherwise, any 

small manager in the Hengfeng group’s many subsidiaries could make the decision. The discussion at an 

altitude of 10000 meters ended in a relaxed and happy atmosphere. At this time, the Gulfstream 

business plane also slowly descended. From the porthole, they could already see the rows of high – rise 

buildings in Shen Cheng.  

Chapter 156: The ultimate luxury (1) 

The Gulfstream G650 commercial plane landed smoothly at Pudong International Airport. When the 

plane taxied to the bus stop, several luxury business cars sent by Hengfeng group’s shencheng office 

were already waiting on the tarmac. The manager of the shencheng office came to greet the big boss in 

person. He stood respectfully beside the plane. After MA Xiong got off the plane, the manager 

immediately bowed and greeted him. He also instructed several employees to come forward and move 

the luggage. A super – rich man like MA Xiong owned countless properties all over the world. In an 

international city like Shen Cheng city, MA Xiong’s property was naturally present. In fact, the luxury villa 

he had bought a few years ago was located in the bustling outer beach. Their entire family, including Lu 

You, naturally stayed in that villa. MA Xiong also asked for Xia ruofei’s opinion with a smile and invited 

him to stay with them. Xia ruofei considered the fact that it was someone else’s house and that he had 

two women with him. It would be inconvenient for him to live with them and he would feel 

uncomfortable, so he politely declined. MA Xiong respected Xia ruofei’s wishes and immediately 

arranged for a car to send Xia ruofei to the hotel. His family and Lu You got into another car to go home. 

When little Huanhuan heard that Xia ruofei was not staying with them, she seemed a little depressed 

and almost cried. It was only when Xia ruofei promised to take her to visit the Bund that her mood 

turned into joy. She obediently followed Tian Huixin and the others into the car. The business car 

brought Xia ruofei to Hengfeng Jiahua Hotel, which was also located in the outer beach. Jiahua was 

Hengfeng group’s most high – end hotel brand. It was positioned as the top luxury hotel. So far, the 

Hengfeng group had only opened five Jiahua hotels in the world. The Jiahua Hotel located in the outer 

beach of Shen Cheng was the latest one. The media used a seven – Star hotel to describe Hengfeng 

Jiahua’s Beach house because the standard was far higher than a five – Star hotel. The total investment 

of this hotel reached 3.5 billion Chinese dollars, and there were a total of 200 rooms. After conversion, 

the average cost of each room was as high as 17 million Yuan, and the cost of one room was almost 

enough to buy any outer beach mansion. Every guest room here was equipped with an intelligent 

control system. The ground and ceiling of the hotel’s public area were all decorated with colored glass 

and Jade. It was said that an entire mine was mined just for this Jiahua Hotel. When they arrived at the 

hotel, Xia ruofei found out that MA Xiong had specially asked the hotel to reserve the Presidential Suite 

on the highest floor after knowing that Xia ruofei would come to Shen Cheng. Obviously, if Xia ruofei 

had chosen to stay at MA Xiong’s Villa today, the Presidential Suite, which cost as much as 128888 Yuan 

per night, would be left empty. The rich were just so willful! Xia ruofei had no choice but to accept MA 

Xiong’s arrangement with a bitter smile. He knew clearly that even if he called and asked for a normal 

suite, MA Xiong would never agree. When they arrived at the hotel, a well – proportioned private butler 

in a black business suit greeted Xia ruofei with a smile at the door. The ‘welcoming Angel’ served 

‘welcoming tea’ on a tray. Even the clothes on the “welcoming Angel” were made by the famous 



designer Lawrence Xu. The luxury of the Jia Hua hotel was reflected in every detail. All the check – in 

procedures had been completed in advance. The beautiful private butler led Xia ruofei through a special 

elevator to the Presidential Suite on the 20th floor of the hotel, which was also the highest floor of the 

room. The Presidential Suite Room number was 2088, and it covered an area of 288 square meters. It 

also represented the ultimate luxurious accommodation experience of Hengfeng Jiahua Hotel. It had a 

living room, dining room, bar, study room, and dining room. There was a custom sauna room and a 

super large massage bathtub in the bathroom. The entire suite space was matched with a full set of 

custom – made expensive furniture and gorgeous three – dimensional golden silk su embroidery. The 

concept of ultimate luxury was reflected everywhere. The private butler gently introduced Xia ruofei to 

the various parts of the Presidential Suite. After carefully questioning Xia ruofei, she politely left. The 

private butler only served Xia ruofei during the entire stay. If Xia ruofei had any requests, she would be 

the first to appear. After the private butler left, Xia ruofei strolled around the ridiculously large 

Presidential Suite alone. He could not help but be amazed by the luxury of this Presidential Suite of a 

seven – Star hotel. Such luxury was reflected in every detail. For example, the bedroom was equipped 

with the “Hengfeng Jiahua bed” made by the United States’s talalaya latex. The comfort level was first – 

Class, and the pillowcase was actually embroidered with Xia ruofei’s name in advance. Next to the bed 

was the most high – end Ogawa full – body massage chair. Sitting on the massage chair and enjoying the 

most comfortable massage while looking out of the floor – to – Ceiling window at the ships coming and 

going on the Huangpu River and the bustling outer beach in the distance, it was definitely a Supreme 

enjoyment. There were many other similar details. The faucet in the bathroom was made of pure gold, 

the sink was inlaid with crystals, the faucet of the Super large Jacuzzi was the only pure gold swan faucet 

in the entire hotel, and the toiletries were all from Hermes. There were also precious works of art 

everywhere in the suite, as well as Smart Room facilities controlled by an iPad ... Everything that he saw 

refreshed Xia ruofei’s understanding of luxury. It was true that people could not pursue material things 

as their ultimate goal, but it was undeniable that money could bring high quality of life enjoyment. All of 

this opened Xia ruofei’s eyes and touched him greatly. Even with Xia ruofei’s current earning speed, the 

Presidential Suite that cost more than 120000 a night was not easy to stay in. Of course, Xia ruofei, who 

had the spirit map space, would not be affected by this. Instead, this experience filled Xia ruofei with the 

motivation to move forward. He believed that in the near future, it would not be just a dream for the 

Paradise Corporation to become a ten – billion – dollar financial group like the Hengfeng group. Xia 

ruofei’s lunch was settled in the Presidential Suite. The Executive Head Chef from the hotel’s top – Floor 

restaurant, the legendary France Michelin star chef, Mr. Mark, personally made an exquisite French 

meal and sent it directly to the restaurant in the Presidential Suite. After lunch, Xia ruofei took an hour’s 

nap in his large and comfortable custom – made latex bed. He changed into a bathrobe and went to the 

hotel’s swimming pool. Jiahua hotel’s swimming pool had a unique intelligent Starlight control system. 

The ceiling was like a starry sky, enough to pass off as the real thing. The entire swimming pool was 

shrouded in a dreamy glow and was beautiful beyond words. Xia ruofei swam two thousand meters to 

his heart’s content. Then, he returned to the Presidential Suite for a nice sauna and a shower. He 

changed his clothes and prepared to head to MA Xiong’s Villa on the Bund. MA Xiong had invited him to 

have dinner with him and he had promised to take Huanhuan on a night tour on the Bund. The private 

butler had prepared everything in advance. When Xia ruofei arrived at the entrance of the hotel and saw 

the car prepared for him, he was once again shocked. It was a Rolls – Royce Phantom! According to the 

private butler, this car was not specially prepared for Xia ruofei. It was the standard of a Presidential 



Suite, which meant that anyone who was staying in the Presidential Suite could enjoy the shuttle service 

of this Rolls – Royce Phantom. Xia ruofei couldn’t help but sigh,”Hengfeng Jiahua is really rich!”  

Chapter 157: Chance encounter_1 

MA Xiong’s family dinner was as luxurious as ever, but Xia ruofei was already immune to it. Although he 

was facing a billionaire, Xia ruofei also had a God – defying item like the spirit painting scroll. Moreover, 

he was MA Xiong’s Savior, so he was relatively calm. After the banquet, Xia ruofei brought Huanhuan on 

a night tour of the outer beach. Tian Huixin and Lu You were also with them. Of course, their trip was 

different from that of ordinary people. They boarded a medium – sized yacht from the private yacht 

dock next to MA Xiong’s Villa and took a night tour of the Huangpu River. Ever since Huan Huan had 

recovered, she liked to spend time with Xia ruofei. Perhaps the child knew that Xia ruofei had brought 

her out of her lonely world, so she had a natural sense of closeness to Xia ruofei. Even Tian Huixin, who 

was Huanhuan’s mother, and Lu You, who was Huanhuan’s cousin, could not compare to her in this 

aspect. During the entire night tour, Huanhuan stuck to Xia ruofei. Xia ruofei carried Huanhuan as they 

stood on the deck of the yacht and looked at the night view of Shen Cheng. To prevent the child from 

getting sick from the cold wind, Xia ruofei even wrapped Huanhuan in his coat. Lu You looked down 

from the second deck. She was envious when she saw this heartwarming scene. She had always liked 

Huanhuan. Although she was very close to Huanhuan now, Lu You could feel that her position in 

Huanhuan’s heart was far inferior to Xia ruofei ‘s. This also made Lu You a little depressed. She looked at 

the two figures on the lower deck and muttered in her heart,”I really don’t know what’s so good about 

this guy. Why does Huanhuan like to be with him ... The yacht went upstream. After stopping at another 

dock, the group went ashore again and strolled along the river for a long time before returning to their 

own homes. Naturally, Xia ruofei returned to Hengfeng Jiahua Hotel. The Rolls – Royce Phantom 

exclusive to the Presidential Suite was in charge of sending him off. At the dinner, Xia ruofei did not 

mention that he wanted to bring some truffles for the auction. This was because MA Xiong had already 

told him that the truffle tasting auction would be held tomorrow night. The auction was held in the 

grand banquet hall on the third floor of Hengfeng Jiahua Hotel. The preservation of truffles was a 

problem. The truffles provided by Xia ruofei were stored in the spirit map space, so they were definitely 

fresh. Hence, Xia ruofei decided to wait until tomorrow to take them out. If he were to tell MA Xiong 

today, he would have to leave the truffles in the outside world. Although it was fine to leave them in the 

outside world for a day, the taste and fragrance were not as good as fresh truffles that had just been 

unearthed. After returning to the hotel, Xia ruofei went to the Michelin – starred restaurant on the top 

floor to have some supper. Sitting on the large balcony on the top floor, Xia ruofei looked down at the 

boats coming and going on the Huangpu River and the brightly lit Oriental Pearl Tower opposite him. He 

tasted the best red wine and the most authentic French cuisine. Xia ruofei realized that he was gradually 

falling in love with such a high – Quality life. Of course, this wasn’t a bad thing. In a sense, it was also a 

driving force for him to keep moving forward. After returning to the Presidential Suite on the 20th floor, 

Xia ruofei took a hot, comfortable bath in the two – person Jacuzzi and lay down on the big bed in the 

bedroom. He fell asleep peacefully with the mesmerizing fragrance and soothing music ... The next day, 

the auction would only start at night. Xia ruofei enjoyed a Japanese – style breakfast prepared by one of 

the hotel’s top Japanese chefs, Watanabe Ono, in the Presidential Suite. After resting for a while, he 

changed his clothes and went to the hotel’s gym. Xia ruofei had been absorbing the petals of the exotic 

flower for a long time. His physical fitness was far better than when he was at the peak of his service in 

the Army. Naturally, he did not need to go to the gym to train his body. When he was in Sanshan city, 



Xia ruofei would at most practice a few moves of Tai Chi in the morning. It was more to cultivate his 

body than to strengthen his body. In fact, Xia ruofei did not think that the fancy equipment in the gym 

could train one’s body well. In his opinion, the targeted muscles in the gym looked good but were 

useless. Hence, Xia ruofei only went to the gym to kill time. He found the Nike Sportswear that he had 

prepared in advance in the separate cloakroom of the Presidential Suite and changed into it. He put on 

the professional running shoes of Arthur and took the elevator to the gym on the eighth floor of the 

hotel. Hengfeng Jiahua Hotel was mainly for luxury, and the gym was no exception. The facilities were 

world – Class and they had a strong team of professional trainers. When Xia ruofei showed his room 

card to the Presidential Suite, the person in charge of the gym sent the best trainers to serve Xia ruofei. 

However, Xia ruofei tactfully rejected the offer of the red – Belt regarding his expertise in muscle 

training. Xia ruofei, who had been in the Special Forces, was more than capable of beating these fitness 

trainers. Besides, Xia ruofei was just trying to kill time. He went to a corner of the gym and did some 

simple stretching exercises. Then, he found an empty treadmill. Xia ruofei took off his sports jacket first. 

He was only wearing an army green Sports vest and black Nike running shorts. After absorbing many 

petals, Xia ruofei’s originally dark skin became very fair. The muscles that he had trained in the Army 

were not so obvious. Hence, his figure was not very eye – catching in the gym. But only Xia ruofei 

himself knew that this seemingly unremarkable figure contained a terrifying explosive power. This 

power seemed to have penetrated into every cell. It was usually hidden, but once it exploded, it would 

be thunderous. Xia ruofei stood on the treadmill. At first, he set a speed of 10 kilometers per hour. 

However, after running for a while, Xia ruofei felt that it was too slow. He did not sweat even after 

running for a few hours ... In fact, this speed was not considered slow. Most people who ran to lose 

weight would set their speed between eight and ten. If the heart and lungs were slightly worse, it might 

be even slower. Xia ruofei’s body was too strong. Hence, he increased the speed slowly as he ran. When 

he increased the speed to 13 kilometers per hour, Xia ruofei started to feel it. Although it was still a little 

slow, he was afraid that the treadmill would not be able to take it if he increased the speed any further. 

Hence, he decided to slow down and run at this speed. Xia ruofei clicked on a movie on the LED screen 

in front of him. He watched the movie with his headphones on as he ran on the treadmill with ease. 

“Hello!” A voice came from beside Xia ruofei. Xia ruofei looked away from the screen and took off his 

headphones. He saw a blonde, blue – eyed, Western beauty jogging on the treadmill next door while 

smiling at him. 

Chapter 158: Monica (1) 

This Caucasian girl was wearing a sexy three – point sportswear, and a large area of her skin was 

exposed, showing a healthy wheat color. She had a head of beautiful golden hair and a pair of bright and 

pure blue eyes. Compared to the well – defined faces of the Europeans and Americans, her facial 

contours were a little more Oriental and appeared gentler. The three – point sportswear outlined her 

perfect body and incredible curves. The tight – fitting sports singlet bound her bulging chest, and it 

bounced gently as she ran. Her waist, which was completely exposed, was very slender, and the 

waistline was quite clear. A pair of slender legs ran at a steady frequency, and the muscle lines of her 

legs changed constantly as she ran, full of the beauty of exercise. Even with Xia ruofei’s Oriental Beauty 

standards, the foreign girl next door was definitely a beauty. Xia ruofei even thought that she was 

prettier than the few foreign female stars he knew. This kind of beauty made Xia ruofei lose his focus for 

a moment. Fortunately, he reacted quickly and returned a friendly smile to the other party.”Hello!” Xia 

ruofei spoke in English because he could tell that the other party’s Chinese was very awkward. He must 



have learned it not long ago. English and Japanese were compulsory courses for the lone wolf 

commando team. Although not everyone could reach a high standard, Xia ruofei had no problem with 

daily conversations. As for the reason why the special Combat Commando team had to learn these two 

languages, it was naturally well known. It was related to the special mission they were on. The foreign 

girl’s face was filled with a warm smile as she said,””Nice to meet you, I’m Monica!” “Hello, Monica! I’m 

Xia ruofei, Chinese!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”please let me guess. Which country did such a beautiful 

lady come from?” Monica laughed and said,”sure!” Take a guess ...” “Let me think ...” Xia ruofei said 

seriously.”Only the humid sea breeze of the Mediterranean Sea, olive oil, wine, and the sun at 40 

degrees north latitude can give birth to a beautiful woman like you.” Monica laughed even more after 

hearing that. Fortunately, the speed of the treadmill was not set to be fast. Otherwise, she would not be 

able to stabilize her body. “Your mouth is really sweet!” Monica smiled brightly and said,”you’re the 

most talkative Chinese I’ve ever seen!” “Oh, really? I’ll be honored!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”Oh right, 

I haven’t given you an answer yet! In fact, you have an elegance inherited from the Renaissance period, 

so you must be Italian, right?” “Correct! What a smart Chinese kid!” Monica gave Xia ruofei a charming 

smile. Then, Monica looked at Xia ruofei’s legs that were moving quickly. She was amazed that Xia ruofei 

could still speak so calmly while running at such a high speed. “Xia,” she said,”you’re not only the most 

talkative Chinese I’ve ever seen, you’re also the strongest Chinese!” Monica’s watery blue eyes sized Xia 

ruofei up and down. In contrast to the Western girl’s boldness, Xia ruofei felt a little embarrassed. He 

smiled shyly and said,””Thank you!” The two of them chatted as they ran, and they got along very well. 

Monica was very outgoing, and Xia ruofei had a natural affinity with her. When he was running, he could 

chat with a beautiful woman and practice his spoken English. It was a great thing. Monica’s speed on the 

treadmill was set between 8 to 10 kilometers per hour. After running for more than half an hour, she 

was already drenched in sweat. Xia ruofei, who was running at 13 kilometers per hour, still maintained a 

very stable speed. There were only a few beads of sweat on his forehead. Monica was amazed. She 

lowered the speed of the treadmill. As she jogged, she glanced at Xia ruofei from time to time, her deep 

blue eyes shining with splendor. At this moment, a young white man in a tight sports vest, showing off 

his well – proportioned muscles, walked over. He first looked warily at Xia ruofei, who was chatting 

happily with Monica, then smiled at Monica charmingly. “Monica!” The young white man said,”I’ve been 

looking for you everywhere! So you’re in the gym. ” “Hello, Mr. Blake!” Monica also smiled. “Monica, 

you can call me George!” Blake looked at Xia ruofei and asked,””By the way, is this your new friend? 

Why don’t you introduce me to him?” Monica obviously didn’t have a particularly close relationship with 

Blake, so she still insisted on calling him by his last name.”Mr. Blake, this is my new Chinese friend, Xia!” 

Then, Monica said to Xia ruofei,””Xia, this is Mr. George Blake, the Senior Vice President of the Blake 

group, a France restaurant chain!” Xia ruofei smiled and nodded at Blake. Blake also smiled elegantly 

and nodded at Xia ruofei. “Mr. Xia, Monica and I have some work matters to discuss. If you don’t mind, 

can you let me use this treadmill?” Blake asked politely. Although his tone was very gentle, there was an 

unquestionable sense of superiority in his bones. Xia ruofei frowned but before he could say anything, 

Monica said,””Mr. Blake, I think you’re mistaken. I never talk about work during my leisure time. 

Besides, there are many treadmills here, and Mr. Xia is already using it. There’s a Chinese saying ... First 

... Second ...” Monica’s last sentence was in Chinese. She stammered a few times but could not finish it. 

“First come, first served!” Xia ruofei smiled and reminded her. “Yes, yes, yes, first come, first served!” 

Monica said,”Mr. Blake, I don’t think your behavior just now was polite ...” Blake didn’t get angry. He 

just shrugged and said,”Okay, I’m sorry ... Mr. Xia, I’m sorry!” “It’s fine. ” Xia ruofei said indifferently. 

Blake looked at the settings on Xia ruofei’s treadmill and walked to the treadmill next to Xia ruofei ‘S. He 



put the towel and cup aside and got on the treadmill as well. “I hope that when Mr. Xia is tired and 

needs to rest, I can use your treadmill!” Blake said to Xia ruofei with confidence. After a series of 

beeping sounds, Blake also set the speed to 13 kilometers per hour and started running. Xia ruofei 

shrugged his shoulders and didn’t respond to Blake. While Blake was running fast, he would look at Xia 

ruofei from time to time. Xia ruofei was just calmly running at a constant speed. Occasionally, he would 

turn his head to talk to Monica easily and ignored Blake’s competition. Monica naturally knew that Blake 

was competing with her. As she jogged leisurely, she turned her head to look at the two men with 

interest, especially Xia ruofei. She knew that Xia ruofei had been running at such a high speed for more 

than half an hour. A speed of 13 kilometers per hour was actually very fast. Most people would not use 

such a fast speed for long-distance running. Xia ruofei had been running at such a high speed for half an 

hour, at least six to seven kilometers. Blake had just started running on the treadmill and was full of 

energy. Would this Chinese guy lose to Blake? Monica was interested. Little did she know that Xia ruofei 

did not take Blake’s competition seriously and had no intention of competing with him. He just kept 

running because he had not had enough running and was not even sweating. As for when he would be 

able to escape to his heart’s content, only God knew ... Ten minutes passed. Xia ruofei’s expression did 

not change and his rhythm was steady. Blake’s face was covered in sweat. Twenty minutes had passed. 

Xia ruofei’s expression did not change and his rhythm was steady. Blake’s breathing became more and 

more rapid. Thirty minutes passed. Xia ruofei’s expression did not change and his rhythm was steady. 

Blake was already panting like a bull, sweating like rain, and his pace couldn’t keep up with the rhythm. 

40 minutes ...  

Chapter 159: the running monster 

Monica simply stopped and ran for more than an hour. She had already completed the target amount of 

exercise. She walked to the side and sat down. As she wiped the sweat off her body with a towel, she 

looked at the two men on the treadmill with great interest. Xia ruofei was no different from when he 

first started running. His breathing was still steady, his pace was still steady, and there was not much 

sweat on his body. Monica’s beautiful eyes bloomed with a strange light. She loved sports. When she 

was on business trips around the world, the hotel gym was a must-go place for her. She had seen many 

fitness experts, but she had never seen someone like Xia ruofei. Xia ruofei’s body did not look strong. He 

even looked like a weak scholar. However, it was as if he would never die from running. Looking at Xia 

ruofei’s state, Monica had the illusion that he could keep running. Could it be a mysterious force from 

the ancient East? Monica muttered in her heart. Blake, who was beside him, was in an extremely sorry 

state. He was sweating profusely, and his mouth was wide open like a fish that lacked oxygen. He 

gasped for air, and his face had become very pale. He could no longer maintain a steady pace, and he 

could barely keep up with the speed of the treadmill. In the beginning, Blake would turn his head from 

time to time to look at Xia ruofei provocatively. Now, he was too busy to take care of himself. He gritted 

his teeth and forced himself to hold on because he could see Xia ruofei running non-stop from the 

corner of his eye. On one side, Blake, who was in a difficult situation, was still holding on. On the other 

side, Xia ruofei was still calm and composed. He even had the time to remind Monica, ” ” Monica, I think 

you’d better take a shower first. Otherwise, you’ll catch a cold easily. ” “Are you showing concern for 

me? ” Monica asked with a smile. ” Uh ...” Xia ruofei scratched his head and said, ” a friendly reminder! ” 

“Hahaha! Dongfang boulther s shy!” Monica pointed at Xia ruofei and laughed. “Bolt of the East?” Xia 

ruofei was stunned. “You can run so well, aren’t you the same as bolt?” “He’s a sprinter, okay?” Xia 

ruofei said, not knowing whether to laugh or cry. “It’s all the same ...”Monica said, overjoyed. Blake was 



already at his limit. When he saw Xia ruofei and Monica chatting happily, he felt exhausted and anxious. 

He couldn’t help but feel weak in his legs and fell on the treadmill. The treadmill changed into a 

conveyor belt in seconds, and Blake was directly “transported” to the back. Then he rolled to the ground 

and gritted his teeth in pain. Monica laughed even harder when she saw this. The staff of the gym 

quickly came over to help Blake up and asked him if he was injured. Blake was in so much pain that he 

kept gasping for cold air. He pointed at his ankle. The staff quickly called the sports doctors in the fitness 

center, and several people helped Blake to the side to treat his wounds. Blake and Xia ruofei’s 

competition had been seen by the people on treadmills and other equipment nearby. Now that Blake 

was in such a sorry state while Xia ruofei was still running at a steady speed, they couldn’t help but look 

at Xia ruofei. Most of the guests in the hotel were Chinese. Most of them were secretly cheering for Xia 

ruofei, thinking that he had a strong Chinese spirit. Monica smiled and said,”Xia, run slowly!” I’m going 

to take a shower first, I’ll come and see you later ...” “Alright! I’ll see you later!” Xia ruofei said as he ran. 

After Monica left, Xia ruofei increased the speed of the treadmill and ran at a faster speed. All the 

facilities in the Jiahua Hotel were first – Class. The treadmill was the latest model from aikang. Its 

performance was definitely the best. However, after running at such a high speed for a long time, the 

sound of the motor became a little heavy, as if it could not bear the weight. 10 minutes, 20 minutes ... 

Xia ruofei kept running tirelessly. He had been running for almost two hours and was running at an 

average speed of more than 13 kilometers per hour. Slowly, Xia ruofei attracted the attention of many 

people. Some people saw Xia ruofei running when they first entered the gym; When he was done with 

his preparation, Xia ruofei was still running. All kinds of equipment had been practiced. Xia ruofei was 

running; Xia ruofei was running on the treadmill, sweating profusely. Xia ruofei was still running when 

she came back from the shower ... It was just a simple run, but because of the continuous running, the 

shock it brought to people was far greater than that of the strong men who did bend lifts and 

somersaults. Everyone looked at the seemingly tireless Xia ruofei as if he was a monster. Some people 

were even discussing in low voices. “This person is really fierce! He was already running when I came in, 

so it must have been an hour! Such a fast speed ...” “An hour? It had already been more than two hours! 

And it’s always been this fast!” “Awesome!” “Just now, a white man challenged him, and he ran until he 

was disabled ...” “I’ll go! To raise the prestige of our country!” …… Monica returned to the gym after her 

shower. Xia ruofei was still running tirelessly ... After treating his injured ankle, Blake returned to the 

gym after a shower. When he saw Xia ruofei still running on the treadmill, he could not help but touch 

his forehead. What kind of monster was this! Why did she provoke him for no reason? Blake wailed in 

his heart. He picked up his coat and backpack and limped out of the gym without a word. Monica had 

already changed into a light pink sports jacket. She was sitting on the leather chair opposite Xia ruofei’s 

treadmill, her hands supporting her face as she watched Xia ruofei run. Xia ruofei could feel that many 

people were looking at him, especially Monica’s beautiful blue eyes, which were staring at him without 

moving. He felt a little uncomfortable. After running for another ten minutes, Xia ruofei reached out and 

pressed the switch. The speed of the treadmill gradually slowed down and finally stopped. In fact, if Xia 

ruofei wanted to run, he could still continue running for a long time. Xia ruofei jumped down from the 

treadmill easily. He reached for the towel on the pole beside him and symbolically wiped the sweat off 

his face. In fact, he did not sweat much. Xia ruofei could easily complete this kind of exercise when he 

was in the Army, but he was not as calm and relaxed as he was now. After running 20 to 30 kilometers 

of off – Road carrying weights, his clothes must be wet inside and out. How could he be as relaxed as he 

was now? All of this was naturally brought about by the petals of the strange flower. When Xia ruofei 

finished his run, there was even a burst of applause in the gym. Xia ruofei picked up his coat and said 



goodbye to Monica. He was going back to the Presidential Suite to take a bath. The conditions there 

were much better than the gym. Monica smiled at Xia ruofei and said,””Xia, aren’t you going to treat me 

to a cup of coffee?”  

Chapter 160: The space truffle’s appearance (1) 

Xia ruofei was a little embarrassed as he said,””I can’t ask for more, but I still have something to do 

today. I hope I can have the honor tomorrow!” Xia ruofei was indeed busy. The auction was going to 

start at night. He had asked MA Xiong to come to the hotel in the afternoon. He said that he had 

something to talk to him about. In fact, he wanted to talk to MA Xiong about the truffles. Before that, 

Xia ruofei still had some preparation work to do. Monica looked at Xia ruofei and smiled.””Not an 

excuse?” “Of course not!” Xia ruofei said,”give me your phone number! I’ll look for you tomorrow!” 

Then, Xia ruofei smiled and added,””Actually, I wanted to take the opportunity to ask for her phone 

number!” Monica laughed. She took out a business card from her bag and handed it to Xia ruofei.”This is 

my phone number from China. I’ll be in Shen Cheng city until the day after tomorrow. I’ll be waiting for 

your call!” Xia ruofei took the business card and made an “OK” gesture. “I’m also looking forward to 

having dinner with you!” The two of them walked out of the gym and said goodbye to each other at the 

entrance. Monica looked at Xia ruofei’s back as he walked towards the Presidential Suite’s elevator. A 

strange light flashed in her beautiful eyes. She was getting more and more interested in this mysterious 

Eastern young man. Xia ruofei returned to the Presidential Suite and took a bath in the Super – Large 

Jacuzzi. After changing his clothes, Xia ruofei left the hotel alone. He didn’t use the hotel’s Rolls – Royce 

Phantom, because he needed to avoid people’s eyes and ears for this trip. Xia ruofei strolled around 

shencheng for about an hour. When he returned to the hotel, he was already carrying two plastic boxes 

in his hands. He had found an empty place and taken them out from the spirit map space. The truffles 

that he was going to auction tonight were in the boxes. The reason why Xia ruofei went through so 

much trouble was naturally out of careful consideration. There were surveillance cameras everywhere in 

the hotel. If Xia ruofei had taken the truffle out of the Presidential Suite, MA Xiong would have easily 

found out that Xia ruofei’s truffle had appeared out of thin air if he had checked the surveillance 

cameras. Although the possibility was low, Xia ruofei did not dare to be careless when it came to his 

biggest secret, the spirit map scroll. If he had gone out for a walk and brought it back, everything would 

make sense. Back in the Presidential Suite, Xia ruofei placed the two tidying boxes in the large 

refrigerator in the suite to try to keep the truffles fresh. MA Xiong arrived at Xia ruofei’s room at around 

four in the afternoon. Ma Zhiming was also with him. As for Tian Huixin, Huan Huan, and Lu You, they 

did not appear. “Xia Sheng, have you gotten used to living here these past two days?” MA Xiong asked 

with a smile the moment he entered. Xia ruofei smiled bitterly.”Old Mr. MA, to be honest, I’m not really 

used to it ... Your Presidential Suite is too luxurious. I’m feeling uncomfortable!” “Hahaha!” MA Xiong 

laughed and said,”Xia Sheng, you’re so funny! This is a hotel owned by our Hengfeng group. You’re at 

home here, what’s there to be uncomfortable about?” Everyone came to the living room of the 

Presidential Suite and sat down. After the private butler made tea for the three of them, he politely 

bowed and left. “Xiasheng, why did you call me here?” MA Xiong asked with a smile. “Mr. MA, I would 

like to ask you if the organizer of tonight’s truffle auction can accept additional truffles?” Xia ruofei went 

straight to the point.”I have a friend who just happened to provide me with a batch of truffles of very 

good quality. I hope that this batch of truffles can also be put up for auction.” MA Xiong was slightly 

stunned when he heard that. He pondered for a moment before he said,”Xia Sheng, this tasting auction 

is organized by the Grao family of Italy. All the truffles for auction are their own Alba white truffles. I’m 



afraid it’ll be a little difficult to convince them to accept other truffles for auction ...” “So that’s how it 

is!” Xia ruofei was slightly disappointed. However, MA Xiong could not be blamed for this. Xia ruofei had 

not asked about the situation in advance. He had always thought that the auction was organized by a 

third party. He did not expect the organizer to be the owner of the auction item. People in the same 

trade were enemies, so they naturally had no reason to accept other truffles at their auction. MA Xiong 

thought for a moment.”Xiasheng, we have many restaurants and hotels under Hengfeng. Your friend 

can sell her truffles directly to our restaurants. There’s no need to go through the trouble of going to the 

auction.” In fact, MA Xiong had misunderstood. He had assumed that the truffles provided by Xia 

ruofei’s friends were from southern Yunnan province of China. In fact, China’s truffles were not well – 

known internationally. Their price was more than ten times lower than authentic Italy truffles. The 

auction was for high – end customers who pursued the highest quality. If such truffles were put up for 

auction, no one would be interested in them. MA Xiong’s offer to buy the truffles from Hengfeng 

restaurant was naturally for Xia ruofei’s sake. Xia ruofei smiled.”Mr. MA, I thank you for my friend’s 

kindness. However, his truffles are of good quality. He hopes to maximize the value of his truffles 

through auctions.” “Oh? I wonder where the truffles are now? Can I take a look first?” MA Xiong was 

interested and asked. Truffles could not be kept fresh for a long time, so MA Xiong knew that since Xia 

ruofei’s friends wanted to auction the truffles tonight, they must be in Shen Cheng city by now. “Of 

course. I went to get the truffle this afternoon.” Xia ruofei said with a smile. After that, he stood up and 

walked to the pantry. He opened the refrigerator and took out the two tidying boxes. He then carried 

them back to the living room. “Mr. MA, my friend’s truffles are all here.” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”one 

of them is black truffle, and the other is white truffle.” As he spoke, Xia ruofei tore off the tape on the 

box and opened the lid. Instantly, the unique fragrance of truffle gradually filled the Presidential Suite. 

MA Xiong was a glutton himself, and he had a special liking for truffles. Therefore, he was invigorated 

when he smelled the fragrance. MA Xiong reached into the box and quickly took out a piece of white 

truffle from the rice. When MA Xiong saw the truffle that was close to 500 grams, he couldn’t help but 

stare at it. The larger the truffle, the higher its value. Not to mention, the truffle’s fragrance was so pure. 

MA Xiong carefully picked up the truffle and observed it carefully. He even sniffed the special fragrance 

of the truffle from time to time. Xia ruofei smiled and said,””Mr. MA, the quality of this truffle is 

considered average. The largest piece in the box is nearly four catties!” 

 


